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 The equipment can cut masking film or masking paper with the range of 10cm 100cm. 
 It carries three shelves. 
 Knife saw is equipped for convenient and neat paper cutting.  
 Tape holder is equipped for easier masking work.  
 There is a well-located basket for additional tapes, supplies and tools.
 Dimension is 1050mm L + 270mm(basket), 260mm W + 390mm (long foot), 950mm H

Part Code: MPD-A 

Knife Saw 
Tape Holder

 
  Masking Paper Dispenser 

masking film or masking paper with the range of 10cm - 

 

located basket for additional tapes, supplies and tools. 
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Mixing Paint Table with Masking Paper Dispenser

Holder 

Part Code: MPD-B 

 Material: Stainless Steel.  
 Three shelves construction are designed. Top shelf is developed for mixing paints and locating spray gun; middle shelfpaints and masking paper and film. 
 Masking paper holder and knife saw are equipped for paper cutting. 
 Dimension is 900mm L + 200mm(paper dispenser), 550mm W, 800mm H + 300mm (Spray Gun Holder). 
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Mixing Paint Table with Masking Paper Dispenser 

construction are designed. Top shelf is developed for mixing paints and locating spray gun; middle shelf and bottom shelf are developed for storing  
Masking paper holder and knife saw are equipped for paper cutting.  
Dimension is 900mm L + 200mm(paper dispenser), 550mm W, 800mm H + 

Gun Holder 

 

Paper Cutter 
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Part Code: MPD-C 

 MPD-C can cut10cm - 60cm.
 MPD-D can cut masking film or masking paper with the range of 10cm – 90cm.
 It is with tool shelves on top and
 Tape holder is equipped for easier masking work.

 

  
 

Part Code: MPD-

C can cut masking film or masking paper with the range of 60cm. 
D can cut masking film or masking paper with the range of 90cm. 

with tool shelves on top and/or bottom. 
Tape holder is equipped for easier masking work. 
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